1-2 day tour presentation

Itinerary: Stavanger, Lysefjord, Ryfylke, Jøssingfjord

Enjoy a Private Cruise to
Norway´s finest and most
spectacular locations
During this cruise we visit some of the most
famous locations of the Lysefjord, like the
Pulpit Rock, Kjerag Boulder and Flørli – but
also some lesser-known gems that will
leave you breathless. We spend some time
in the flat coastal communities among
idyllic islands with history from the Viking
era. Indulge in absolute comfort aboard our
luxurious private yacht, paired with delicious
food and stunning landscapes.

All cruises can be tailored to your needs
The following itinerary presentation is a
standard cruise experience.
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Day 1: Stavanger, Lysefjord, Flørli, Kjerag

Welcome to Stavanger!
Transfer to the pier where your
Private Yacht is waiting for you.
The first day will be spent in the
spectacular Lysefjord, where you will see
the famous Pulpit Rock, taste fresh water
from the waterfalls, and experience several
other stunning locations. We also take you
to Kjerag, the crown of the Lysefjord, a 1000
meters vertical wall, famous for its base
jumpers and ”the boulder” (kjeragbolten).
Another one-of-a-kind location we stop
by is Flørli – the worlds longest wooden
staircase. Here you can enjoy a walk around
the area, as well as testing your stamina up
the stairs.
After lunch onboard, we cruise up to a
beautiful lagune at Helleren and drop the
anchor for the night, or we stay at a private
pier.

Optional activities for this day:

Tender boat excursion to the beautiful beach at Helleren. Helicopter tour from the
fjord to see the Pulpit Rock, Kjerag and the Lysefjord from a bird´s eye view.
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Day 2: Idyllic islands, Ryfylke, Jøsingfjord

Idyllic island communities
After we have indulged in spectacular views
in the Lysefjord, we will continue the cruise
into the coastal communities in Ryfylke
among idyllic islands with history from the
Viking era and before.
The name of the place we take you to is
Stjernarøy, a small family hotel at Ramsvig,
where you will taste local delicacies at a
restaurant in an idyllic setting. Ramsvig is
located on the beautiful “Church Island/
Kyrkøy”. The location came to be a historical
landmark, as a local family restored the
old buildings and turned them into a nice
little romantic and charming seaside hotel,
combined with an intimate restaurant which
serves excellent food.
From here we eventually take you back to
Stavanger - or we go further if that´s what
you prefer.

Optional activities for this day:

Walk around Kyrkøy by foot or bicycle. Tender boat excursion
between all the beautiful Islands around Stjernarøy.
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Gallery: Various experiences during the cruise

What memories will you bring back home?

Our cruises are always unique, and so are your memories.
Tag your images #privatecruise and follow us @privatecruise
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Additional information: Yacht, map & video

A complete experience
unlike any other
The yacht has 3 spacious VIP double guestcabins - perfect for 3 couples. The interior
also includes a fully equipped kitchen, a
spacious dining area, a large relaxing area
with seating, as well as a top exterior fly-deck
with great views that has space enough for 12
people. On the back of the yacht there is also
a dining/relaxing area with spacious seating.
There is also a Williams 385 Tender boat
attached, to get more out of your adventure
if you crave a little excitement. Perfect for
summer activities like waterskiing and
exploring.
If you prefer to not sleep on the yacht, you
have the option of sleeping at some of our
partner locations during the cruise.

See full itinerary at
privatecruise.no -> ”two day fjord cruises”
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